Supaturf will exhibit and demonstrate the benefits of their range of wetting agents including Aqua-Gro 20:S a concentrated, granular, spreadable application especially ideal for emergency spot treatment when water is not available. Other Aqua-Gro products include Aqua-Gro Liquid for application through sprayers, and Aqua-Gro Advantage for applying through a hose pipe. Other products include fertiliser spreaders, bunker rakes and specialist amenity products for all greenkeeping applications. Technical staff will be available to discuss Supaturf's complete range of organic and semi-organic fertilisers for greens, tees and fairways.

SUPREME MOWING - Stand No. A32
Wet Moor Lane, Wath-upon-Dearne, Rotherham, South Yorkshire S63 7LR
Tel: 0709-873436 Fax: 0709-878005
Contact: Linda Adams
Supreme Mowing will display the Supreme grinding system – a machine to suit all requirements and offering upgrading options as required. The Supreme system offers a machine capable of sharpening both cylinders and bottom blades with equal efficiency and precision. Cylinders can be sharpened in situ or out of frame. Why take up precious working area with two machines when one can offer all options? Also on display will be our range of high quality replacement cylinders and blades to suit all machines. Supreme has it all.

My spies tell me...that bookings for the Grand BIGGA Banquet are pouring in at a great rate of knots. My advice, if you wish to join in the merriment, would be to book up right now.

T & G TURF IRRIGATION SERVICES
- Stand No. B20
8 Whitcliffe Grove, Ripon, North Yorkshire HG4 2JW
Tel: 0765-602941 Contact: N Glover
Once again we are pleased to join with Watermark on stand B20 where we will be happy to discuss your irrigation requirements. On display will be many of the sprinklers on the market together with new models for your inspection. We look forward to meeting old and new customers.

TACIT - Stand No. B2
48 Hillmorton Road, Rugby,
Warks CV22 5AD
Tel: 0788-568818 Fax: 0788-537485
Contact: Richard Webb
TACIT renowned for the quality of their golf course accessories will be exhibiting several new products, of which will be the Refined Lazer hole-cutter, the one piece construction ball washer, with post and litter basket, the telescopic switch with large grips for those cold winter mornings, and their new design swivel flagpoles with anti wear bung and holecups as well as their granite style yardage plinths.

TERRAZZO 2000 - Stand No. B43
82-90 Priory Road, Kenilworth, Warks
Tel: 0926-52994 Fax: 0926-52994
Contact: R Simmons
The Terrazzo 2000 Tee Marker is durable in the extreme with all colouring, logo work and lettering cast into the marble block. The top of the range model shows a full hole layout of each of the holes found at your course detailing greens, bunkers etc. We also produce other models showing hole number and yardages only.

TERRAZZO marble is of unequalled prestige and yet the sheer weight of the product is a great 'anti-vandal' feature. The weathering properties and frost resistance of terrazzo is time proven.

For our brochure ring (0926) 851081.

CUTS, COLLECTS, CLIMBS, CARRIES, PULLS AND LEAVES OTHER 'RIDE-ONS' STANDING

The Allen Mustang is a go-anywhere, rugged 42 inch ride-on rotary mower. It is especially suited to bank mowing having a low centre of gravity and wide, low pressure flotation tyres with hydrostatic drive. The Mustang is purpose made to cope with all manner of garden duties, whilst offering the operator a totally safe, effortless and practical way to 'tour the land'. Powered by a Briggs & Stratton Vanguard 16hp twin 4-stroke engine, other features include a differential lock and electric lift to cutter deck for precise, easy operation. The adjustment for height of cut can be set to any height between 2cm (2cm) and 4" (10cm) at the touch of a button. A powered collection system is also available.

For FREE brochure complete the coupon or phone 0235 813936 NOW!

To: Allen Power Equipment Ltd, Dept Gl
The Broadway, Didcot, Oxon OX11 8ES.
Please send FREE Allen Mustang details.

Name: __________________________
Address: _________________________
Postcode: ________________________

For FREE brochure complete the coupon or phone 0235 813936 NOW!

Gl.1.93
DISPOSAL - AN EXPENSIVE OPERATION?
NOW THERE'S HELP FROM
Free collection and disposal of all ICI Professional Products labelled empty pesticide containers is only a phone call away. 0345 125398
TILDENET LTD - Stand No. C21A
Longbrook House, Ashton Vale Road, Bristol BS3 2HA
Tel: 0272-669684 Fax: 0272-231251
Contact: Paul Drew or Lawrence Green
Tildenet will be exhibiting their revolutionary germination material, which also helps to protect the greens from frost and snow. In addition to the wide variety of perimeter ball stop and soil support netting, new products on display include golf target nets and a new material which stops golf balls from plugging on driving ranges.

TILLERS TURF/TILLERS FIBRETURF - Stand No. C4
Castlethorpe, Brigg, South Humberside DN20 9LG
Tel: 0652-650555 Fax: 0652-650064
Contact: Tim Fell
"The best turf we've ever had" is the reaction from most of our customers - greenkeepers and architects, landscapers and contractors. Come and see it for yourself on the Tillers stand. If you agree that healthy roots are the key to a high quality, hard-wearing sward, come and talk to us about Fibreturf reinforced rootzone. By reducing compaction and keeping the soil pores and channels open, the surface of the Fibreturf tees and pathways stays greener, firmer and dryer. And with far less annual maintenance, your budget will go further too.

TURFACTANT SALES - Stand No. C7
The Hollies, Pebmarsh Road, Twinstead, Sudbury, Suffolk CO10 7ND
Tel: 0787-269292
Contact: Edward Clarkson
In the past two years Turf-Actant has made a significant impact on the wetting agent market. Manufactured in the UK and sold direct to Greenkeepers and Turf Managers, Turf-Actant is a high quality wetting agent available at the lowest price of any comparable product.
Clients throughout the country confirm that both their budgets and their sports turf have benefited from the regular use of Turf-Actant in 1992 and we are certain that many more will enjoy the same benefits in 1993. We hope you will be amongst them, please come and see us!

TURF MANAGEMENT - Stand No. A33
38-42 Hampton Road, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 0JE
Tel: 081-943 5000 Fax: 081-943-5658
Contact: Nicole LeVesconte
The monthly magazine that gives you all the latest news, views and techniques from the Turf industry, and for the third time Wiedenmann will be exhibiting its range of turf maintenance equipment including Terra-Spikes - tractor mounted, deep aeration spiking machines - which are proving tremendously successful with sportsgrounds, golf clubs and contractors. Terra-Spikes range in operating widths of 1.35 to 2.10 m and depths of 30-40 cm with power requirements of 30-40 hp. Other equipment from Wiedenmann GmbH, West German manufacturers, includes Green Pluggers, Leaf Loaders and Seeders. A network of distributors has been set up nationwide and demonstrations of any item of equipment can be arranged by appointment. Also on show at the company will unveil its latest item of grounds maintenance equipment which should prove of particular interest to greenkeepers.

TURF MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS - Stand No. C11
Dromenagh Farm, Sevenhills Road, Iver Heath, Bucks SL0 OPA
Tel: 0895-834411 Fax: 0895-834892
Contact: Allan Moffat
Turf Management Systems welcome you to our stand to discuss the advantages of the unique pre-germinated grass seed and Liquid Sod process. Also all the associated products such as the slow release fertilisers in the form of Nutranele, Nitro-form, and Sulphur Coated Ureac. These fertilisers are all non scorch and controlled release. We will also display a range of top dressings and root zone mixtures, also seed samples.

UNITED AGRI - Stand No. A21A
15 Stamford Road, Exton, Oakham, Leics LE15 8AZ
Tel: 0572-813531 Fax: 0572-813531
Contact: Ron Denby
United Super Zip Topper is available in three versions, 12" 6" cut with wheels single or dual rollers which enables it to follow ground contours and is capable of working up to 10 acres an hour. It has a very clean cut, an even spread with quick recovery. It can cut from half an inch upwards. Low horse power required. Transport width 7' 10". It has five spindles with anti-scalp discs and 15 blades. United Parks Zip Mower is available in four versions, 7' 6" cut, with easy screw adjustable side skids, single or dual rollers, or with wheels. Extremely strong. Either machine will cut in forward or reverse direction. 3 point linkage front and rear.

VITAX LTD - Stand No. A24
Owen Street, Coalville, Leicester LE67 3DE
Tel: 0530-510060 Fax: 0530-510299
Contact: Trevor Holmes
Vitax Gro-Cover, a clear micro-perforated poly-thene germination fabric with unique funnel shaped perforations, was originally launched at the BIGGA show in 1991. Since that time it has established itself as a brand leader in the sport amenity market. Vitax invite you to come along to their stand to see how they have improved their product still further with a simple innovative product adaption. This product will be featured alongside the full Vitax sport amenity product range, including Ultraflor, the concentrated long term wetting agent and the well established range of Vitax Key amenity fertilisers.

WARWICKSHIRE COLLEGE - Stand No. C22
Moreton Morrell, Warwick CV35 9BL
Tel: 0926-651367 Fax: 0926-651190
Contact: Peter Smith
Warwickshire College has a long tradition of quality courses for greenkeepers and groundsmen. The college is the GTC approved centre for greenkeeper training in the Midlands. A four year NVQ/City & Guilds programme is offered on both day or block release which provides the technical and management expertise that modern-day greenkeeping and sports turf management demands. The college also offers a wide range of shorter courses in turf related areas including soft and hard landscape, chainsaw operation and FEPA pesticide training. Further details are provided in our Course Directory, obtainable from our stand or by contacting the college.

WATERMATION SPRINKLER AND CONTROLS LTD - Stand B20
Tongham Road, Aldershot, Hants GU12 4AA
Tel: 0252-336838 Fax: 0252-336808
Contact: Eileen Hawthorn
Watermation will once again be sharing a stand with their distributor and installer in the north of England, T & G Turf Irrigation of Ripon, North Yorkshire. On show will be their new Golf Rotor Sprinklers (GR range) which went into production in October '92 after lengthy testing both in the Watermation indoor testing station and also on site. There are now three models in the range, GR1 for tees and small greens, GR2 for greens and GR3 for approaches and fairways. They incorporate many new features such as anti flood valve and a new circlip fixing for the guide plate for simple maintenance. They have also been designed with a flange plate enclosing the lid for prevention of damage by mowers and to improve stability in the ground. Watermation are also showing three models in the popular TW2 controller range, the economy 1 zone TW2 1, the standard 4 zone TW2 4 and the new PC range TW2 PC.

WIEDENMANN (UK) LTD - Stand No. A36
Stoneybrae, Potterhill, Paisley PA2 7TG
Tel: 041-884-2355 Fax: 041-884-6232
For the third time Wiedenmann will be exhibiting its range of turf maintenance equipment including Terra-Spikes - tractor mounted, deep aeration spiking machines - which are proving tremendously successful with sportsgrounds, golf clubs and contractors. Terra-Spikes range in operating widths of 1.35 to 2.10 m and depths of 30-40 cm with power requirements of 30-40 hp. Other equipment from Wiedenmann GmbH, West German manufacturers, includes Green Pluggers, Leaf Loaders and Seeders. A network of distributors has been set up nationwide and demonstrations of any item of equipment can be arranged by appointment. Also on show at the company will unveil its latest item of grounds maintenance equipment which should prove of particular interest to greenkeepers.

†Harrogate is getting a face-lift... or to be more specific, the great hall in which BTME is staged is in the final throes of a magnificent refurbishment, all of which will be ready in good time for our great exhibition. Not content with lavishing attention on the main structure and fabric of the building, the brand spanking new hospitality suite is nearing completion and this also will be ready in good time for BTME '93 - I'm told it will be a great place to entertain important clients - we'll be sure to look out for you!
**United Super Zip Topper**

RACE COURSES • SPORTS GROUND • GOLF COURSES • PLAYING FIELDS • FOOTBALL FIELDS ETC. • PUBLIC PARKS • LEISURE GROUNDS ETC.

- Width of cut 12'6" (3810mm)
- Transport width wings winched up 7'10"
- Gives clean cut, even spread and quick recovery.

UNITED AGRI, 15 STAFFORD ROAD, EXTON, OAKHAM, RUTLAND, LEICESTERSHIRE LE15 8AZ. TEL & FAX: (0572) 815331.

UNITED AGRI, SWANSLEY WOOD, A45, CAXTON GIBBET, CAMBRIDGE. TEL: (0954) 718060.

**Multi-Gore**

The superb TM1500 Greens/Fairway Aerator

- 1.5 metre coring width
- Variable spacing with a choice of tine sizes. Hollow or solid tine.
- Productivity. 67,000 square feet per hour at 2.6MPH.
- Adjustable depth. Depth capacity to 5 inches.
- Durability. Robust all steel welded frame
- No grease points. Fully sealed throughout.
- Fits your tractor. From 22HP gearbox or hydrostatic.

Aerators Ltd., 229 Higher Meadow, Clayton le Woods, Leyland, Lancs PR5 2RR. Tel: 0772 451959

For Ireland please contact: Redlough Landscape Equipment, Belgree, Muirdruid, Dublin 15. Tel: 0207033/34

---

**Inturf Limited**

Complete range of Sports Turf available from Nurseries and Distributors throughout the Country ~ all year round

Inturf Limited, Regent Street, Pocklington, York YO4 2QN

Telephone (0759) 304101 Fax (0759) 305229

For Scotland Telephone 031 663 6617/8/9 Fax 031 663 0651

---

**Wembley**

Approved for Quality

Appointed Growers of Turf for

VENUE OF LEGENDS
In the dim and distant past, before pocket calculators made their mark as popular playthings, this writer would often struggle with the intricacies of a slide rule, failing miserably and gnashing teeth in exasperation. Thus if there is one thing guaranteed to make this math ignoramus gasp in admiration, it is the apparent ease and aplomb with which accountants skim through balance sheets, making huge mental calculations with nary a keyboard in sight. I will admit to the world that I hold the rarefied field of accountancy in very high esteem indeed, I am in awe.

Their careers in accountancy. Both are living proof that one can be an extrovert, relaxed, fun to be with people - yet both began their careers in accountancy. Both are living proof that accountants are not the stuffy number-crunchers of popular misconception, being warm, sensitive, utterly charming human beings entirely tuned to the real world, empathetic and oozing charm. In a nutshell, they are the big fish in the little pond that is the sports and leisure industry. 'In the manufacturing context', he told me, 'I may draw a parallel with Marks & Spencer. We know where to go to get our own name brands manufactured, made to our own specifications, utilising ideas that we have devised and perfected. By definition I suppose we are relatively small in global terms but big in our field. Whether a client spends £200 or £200,000, the same philosophy to total service always applies'. Clive chips in - 'We are big enough to say to the major world-wide manufacturers, we will be your vehicle for new products in the marketplace, we'll give you coverage in Britain and Europe. Big or small, the thinking behind Rigby Taylor is one of professionalism, of really caring about individual needs. We can concoct a one-off cocktail, package a special mix, as we have done just recently for an environmentally sensitive area, we're quite unique in that situation. We're different from normal distributors, we search for products that will fit a real need in the marketplace, we have our own technical staff who trial, test, write labels - everything that is necessary to bring fine products to the end user'.

If Bernard is the referee, Clive Williams, Rigby Taylor's sales director, is certainly the team coach. He's been in the business for what seems like forever, beginning his career as an accountant though soon realising that a sales career was his forte. He cut his teeth with the Murphy Chemical Company, working through the sales ranks and ending as their general manager, following this with a spell at May and Baker in their garden products section before joining Rigby Taylor in the spring of 1989. I think of him as 'the happy fella', indeed both he and Bernard I see as a jovial twosome who know the importance of communication. They talk together; campaign together; laugh together, get things done together - they're kindred spirits.

The 'happy fella's' task sounds simple enough, but it is a huge one none the less. His is the task of training and moulding the sales team, ensuring that their technical abilities match their selling skills. He coaxes, motivates, inspires. He's hugely proud of his sales force, especially of their high level of technical knowledge. Both in the field and the sales office the emphasis is always on being recognised as experts.

DAVID WHITE meets Clive Williams (left) and Bernard Hedley, the men behind Rigby Taylor and supporters of the Greenkeeper Education and Development Fund

It all adds up
Customers won't accept the advice of someone they don't trust

45 - All are BASIS trained, constant updating when he says 'customers won’t accept the advice of someone they don’t trust. Most of our selling is done by giving advice, therefore the advice must be utterly believable, true and honest, the client must believe in the man'.
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BUY WITH CONiDENCE
- ALL BIGGA MERCHANDISE IS ENDORSED FOR QUALITY AND VALUE FOR MONEY

Start the New Year in style with quality BIGGA merchandise - specially selected for the greenkeeper who takes pride in his appearance and appreciates value for money. But don’t just take our word for it – the full range will be available on the BIGGA Stand, C15, at BTME in Harrogate. Come along and see us at the show of the year – and take home more than just memories of a great event!

GLENMUIR SWEATERS

A simply superb item of clothing - and suitable for a man or a woman! These quality sweaters come in a variety of sizes and colours.

Sizes: 36" - 50"

Order No. BO1 £27.95

BADGES

Blazer badges
(Order No. B09) £11.95
Lapel badge
(Order No. B14) £2.45

BOOKS - catch up on vital reading

Manual on Golf Course Construction, Turf Establishment and Cultural Practices (James Beard) £22.00

Specifications for a Method of Putting Green Construction, written by members of the USGA Green Section and edited by William H Bengalfield £2.50

Books: £22.00

Golf Course Presentation by John Hocker and George Shields

48 pages packed with a realistic and practical approach to this vital topic. Thought provoking and written by two leading independent agronomists. Golf Course Presentation costs £7.95. From each copy sold, 50p will be donated to the Greenkeeper Education & Development Fund.

Golf Course Presentation costs £7.95.

KEEP OUT THE WET WEATHER

Here’s something to appreciate in the bleak mid-winter - these superb rainsuits are the ideal outdoor garments, manufactured by ProQuip exclusively for BIGGA members. These quality rainsuits are available in smart silver and navy and are supplied complete with BIGGA logo. They are guaranteed to keep the rain out, are made of a lightweight fabric and are soft to handle. At this best-ever price, we have only limited stocks: in Men’s style Large (44/46”) and Extra Large (46/48”). For women, size 16 and 18 are available.

RAINSUITS £65

ORDER FORM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref No</th>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BIGGA TIES - £4.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Available in Navy (as picture), Light Blue or Green</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Your cheque will not be cashed until your order is despatched

Be proud of your profession with a BIGGA Blazer. This high quality garment is recommended by the Association and can be worn on any occasion when the image of a professional greenkeeper is all-important. Supplied complete with embroidered BIGGA logo, this is an investment which will provide many years of service. ...Order No. B16.

BIGGA TIES - £4.50

£87.95 inc. VAT

Blazer badges
(Order No. B09) £11.95
Lapel badge
(Order No. B14) £2.45

Limited stocks: Colours: Navy, Beige, Black, Maroon.

Try a BIGGA Cap at a fantastic price of just £5.95 - that’s a huge 35% off the normal price! Colours: Navy, Beige, Black, Maroon.

Blazer badges
(Order No. B09) £11.95
Lapel badge
(Order No. B14) £2.45

Golf Course Presentation by John Hocker and George Shields

48 pages packed with a realistic and practical approach to this vital topic. Thought provoking and written by two leading independent agronomists. Golf Course Presentation costs £7.95. From each copy sold, 50p will be donated to the Greenkeeper Education & Development Fund.

"Presentation is one of the most important features for the staff to devote their time to and this booklet is full of valuable advice." - Jack McMillan.

Book: £22.00

Specifications for a Method of Putting Green Construction, written by members of the USGA Green Section and edited by William H Bengalfield £2.50

Books: £22.00

Golf Course Presentation by John Hocker and George Shields

48 pages packed with a realistic and practical approach to this vital topic. Thought provoking and written by two leading independent agronomists. Golf Course Presentation costs £7.95. From each copy sold, 50p will be donated to the Greenkeeper Education & Development Fund.

Golf Course Presentation costs £7.95.

Blazer badges
(Order No. B09) £11.95
Lapel badge
(Order No. B14) £2.45

Blazer badges
(Order No. B09) £11.95
Lapel badge
(Order No. B14) £2.45

Order No. B09 £11.95
Order No. B14 £2.45

Golf Course Presentation by John Hocker and George Shields

48 pages packed with a realistic and practical approach to this vital topic. Thought provoking and written by two leading independent agronomists. Golf Course Presentation costs £7.95. From each copy sold, 50p will be donated to the Greenkeeper Education & Development Fund.

Golf Course Presentation costs £7.95.
KENT

It is good to report on the outstanding success of the Emergency First Aid course, held at the Wesl of Kent GC on 16 November. Although we had originally allocated 15 places, we had to include two more on the day, and such was the response to our mail shot that another course looks likely in the near future. The course was excellently presented by Ken Bick, Medical Training Services, and was a thoroughly enjoyable way of learning some simple, basic first aid. I'm sure the knowledge should save a life. Although we are all now armed with our printed notes and, hopefully, our soon to be awarded certificates, micro surgery and transplant surgery may have their place, but Kent being an excellent example of what a new and modern golf facility should be can be properly thought out and managed.

My personal thanks to John Rootes and David Vidler of Mid-Kent for trying manfully to resuscitate my car at the end of the day, which appeared to have slipped into a comatose condition in the wet and windy weather. I can report that a 'high powered' back arrived an hour later, not in the shape of a paramedic, but a wet and tired RAC man. Also thanks to the members and staff at the Wesl of Kent for forgiving my unexpected stay in the clubhouse so pleasantly.

I suppose I can now finally report on how our lone Iseki finalist fared in last summer's final at Cowes. I suppose I can now say he went well, but this would not be in keeping with the tradition of tall golfing stories or of Nigel Staple's famously long excuses. Apparently his problems started with a very heavy rain, or was it a freak monsoon of epic proportions, prevented his early arrival at Coventry and allowed him to complete only nine holes of practice in the late afternoon. However, Nigel still maintains at this point that he was playing the best golf of his life, confident of a high finish. Problems continued that evening with the 'chronic irresponsibility' of Iseki's landlord allowing him to play golfers to eat for the evening by way of a sumptuous meal and the odd drink. Although determined to show restraint, with the final commencing early the next morning, Nigel assured me of his resolve. The following day, Nigel wittically led astray into an evening of excessive merriment and over indulgence by two of our northern greenkeeping colleagues.

The dawn, Nigel found himself slightly the worse for wear and suffering a chronic hangover. The format of the final again did not favour poor Nigel, with nine holes played in the morning, followed by nine in the afternoon. The cold, wet morning, played is something of a blur, was a surprising success, still leaving him in contention... but as the alcohol began to wear off after lunch, the results were not all that Nigel would have wanted. Nigel, who has been known to fall over at the peak of his golfing wagen, I need say no more. The result was a mega, nay, three figure disaster. Only kidding Nigel, you did very well and went much further than the rest of us in the competition.

PAUL COPSEY

NORTH WALES

We held our first winter seminar at Northop College of Horticulture on 18 November, with a very good turnout of over 30 members of the Greenkeepers. First on the platform was Mr David T H Williams, BSc (Hons) for his presentation on the lines of his book on the subject of 'The Way Forward', explaining how it came about and where it was going. At this point we decided to have a break, allowing members and guests to stretch their legs and air their views.

After the break John Hacker of Sports Turf Design (NW Ltd) spoke on greens construction, followed by Derek Green, course manager at Royal Liverpool, who presented an interesting new organisation that went into the 1992 Curtis Cup, a winning formula if ever I saw one, (and not a mention of Dry Patch, very strange). On behalf of the North Wales section we would like to thank the speakers for their very interesting and educational afternoon.

An important date for your diary is 11 February, when the STRI will be holding a seminar at the Welsh College of Horticulture. Please come and support us and bring along your green chairman or club secretary - all will be most welcome.

Congratulations to P Gabriel (Curzon Park GC), J Cheung (Caldy GC), and A Heslop (Oaklands), all of whom are moving to Cardon Park GC, the latter as deputy head.

Any member requiring further information on section affairs may call me on 0248 713490.

DAVID PROCTOR

ARYSHIRE

Well, I'm back, this after premature reports of my parachute jump in aid of cancer research. Our best thanks to Graham Dolan for making the arrangements.

Congratulations to P Gabriel (Curzon Park GC), J Cheung (Caldy GC), and A Heslop (Oaklands), all of whom are moving to Cardon Park GC, the latter as deputy head.

Any member requiring further information on section affairs may call me on 0248 713490.

DAVID PROCTOR

AROUND THE COUNTRY

The choice of the Toft Hotel GC as the venue for the Lamb's Lawmower Trophy proved an excellent one. The course, built on farmland in 1970, has matured into a real test for golfers, with the long straight driving of David Hornsey taking him to second place and Mick Key placing third.

On 25 November the Regional seminar was once again well organised by 'our' man, Roger Willars, and was chaired by our well-known colleague Patrick. The turn-out from our section was rather poor, with some members taking the view that Warwick is a long way to travel - but my own feelings were that the speakers got better each year and that it is an event well worth making the effort to attend.

On that score, the talk is of a venue nearer to home for 1993, so let's hope for a better show for the East of England section members.

On a personal note, I shall be retiring from my secretarial post at section AGM, but I will be happy to help anyone who have helped me - sincere thanks.

COLIN SWINGLER

CLEVELAND

The Cleveland AGM was held at Darlington GC on 17 November with 26 members present. The previous year's minutes were read and accepted, these followed by the report of chairman, Lee Hurrell. The regional report followed from Ian Holloran, who was especially thanked for his hard work. Secretary and treasurer reports were given by Roger Short and Peter Taylor, the former a man who always gets the hard work. Roger is a 'worker' and has kindly indicated his willingness to continue in the post, with Peter indicating that next year's AGM may call me on 0248 713490.

MID ANGLIA

The AGM of the Mid Anglia section was held on 25 November at Arkley GC, Barnet. The meeting was preceded by nine holes of golf and 20 members took the opportunity to play this lovely nine hole course before the AGM started. The Golf Club is facing a challenging time, with the need to increase tee times and arranging food, this in addition to presenting the course in fine condition, especially the greens, which were excellent.

The AGM was attended by some 30 members, including representatives from the trade. These were thanked by our chairman, John Wells, for all their support throughout the year, especially at our section and regional meetings. John Wells, vice chairman and match secretary, submitted his report and drew particular attention to a few problems involved in the sending out of competition entry forms. Although forms were introduced for the first time in 1991, a number of members are still returning entries far too late. It was agreed for 1993 that a closing date will be published and extended to us all. Thanks to Robert Bell at Slayley for having the course in such beautiful condition and to the club for the courtesy extended to us.

BRUCE BURNELL

EAST OF ENGLAND

Our thanks most surely go to Les Wakerel, our retiring treasurer, for all his hard work and support over the years. Les has been a stalwart
with our section.

A few changes in competition format are likely in 1993. It was suggested that the Spring Tournament be changed to a 36-hole event from the current 18 holes. The Lodgeway Fourball will be removed from the Autumn Tournament in order that it may be played over a top course, thus allowing members to watch the final. In the Texas Scramble could be moved from South Beds, as we have played there for the past eight years. If any members can offer their course for the 1993 Autumn Tournament, please contact Gerald of myself so that the matter may be given consideration.

All members should have received a fixture list for 1993. If you are not in receipt of such a list, please contact Gerald.

Finally, the question was posed at the AGM, 'could more material be included in this column'. I would be very pleased to hear from members which items members think worthy of inclusion. Either 'phone me or, better still, put pen to paper and send contributions to me at 72 Russell Drive, Ampthill, Bedford MK45 2TU.

PAUL LOCKETT

SURREY

To begin, may I wish everybody a Happy New Year. Please do not forget to pay your BIGGA subscriptions and make a concerted effort to encourage all new members of your staff to join the Association. We had a very good attendance at our first winter lecture, held at Walton Heath Artisans' clubhouse. We thank them for the use of their facilities. The lecture was on 'First Aid on the Golf Course', given by Neil Harrison of the Ambulance Service. Neil gave a most interesting lecture with demonstrations of basic first aid skills and the using of a self-inflating air bag. Let me tell you, Mr Harrow, that first-aiders will now go forward to take a full 'Health and Safety First Aid at Work' course, progressing to become recognised 'first-aiders' at their respective clubs.

The next winter lecture is on 14 January at New Artisans' clubhouse, the presentation being given by the company, Envirogreen. Congratulations to Brian Turner and his lady partner on winning the Worpswold Mixed Fourballs. If you have any contributions for this column, please contact either Roger Tydeman or myself.

DAVID ANDREWS

MIDLANDS

During the winter period we will be running two lectures and a trip to Ransomes. The first lecture will be held on 14 January at Walsall GC, starting at 5.00pm. The speakers will be Andy Cole from the Texan State University, talking on advisory visits, followed by a question and answer session. The second lecture will be held on 26 March at Telford G&CC, starting at 1.30pm. The speakers will be Andy Cole from the Texan State University, followed by Ian Bridges of Jacobsen on 'Supplying Scottish Grass Machinery for donating prizes for the raffles'. On 23 February the ICI representative, Daniel Morrison, will discuss 'Developments in Environmental Management in the Turf Sport Industry', and on 23 February the ICI representative, David Morrison, will discuss 'Developments in Environmental Management in the Turf Sport Industry', both these to be staged at Langside College.

Finally, a big thank you to everyone who has supported the section throughout 1992. I take this opportunity to wish you all the best for 1993.

GORDON KERR

NORTH WEST

The North West AGM was held at Bury GC on 2 December, was very well attended with 28 members present. The event began with a talk given by Chris Huxley of Landscape and Sports Turf Equipment, which was followed by a talk given by Mike Leaver of Ransomes on 'Pesticide Application Training, First Aid Training and Training for the Trade'. The evening will be given by Ian Bridges of Jacobsen on 'Supplying Scottish Grass Machinery for donating prizes for the raffles'. On 23 February the ICI representative, David Morrison, will discuss 'Developments in Environmental Management in the Turf Sport Industry', both these to be staged at Langside College.

Finally, a big thank you to everyone who has supported the section throughout 1992. I take this opportunity to wish you all the best for 1993.

GORDON KERR

SOUTH WEST

"Who'd be a greenkeeper?", That must have been the question Bob Burkin, head greenkeeper at Bath GC, was asking himself last month.

On Monday of this week it was the next moment half his staff had half an hour's notice this month at 7pm. He would have to travel in my car, as he had run into a 'give way to pedestrian' sign, he told me on 051 724 5412.

news, views or ideas - please contact me on 051 724 5412.

DEAN CLEAVER
Here we go with another chance to win a cash prize of £50 in this fun, free and easy to enter Greenkeeper International Competition!

All you have to do is study these three symbols, of the BIGGA logo, the golfer and the happy greenkeeper. Now look through the ads in the Buyers’ Guide section and spot them - they’ve been reduced in size, but they’re there, somewhere! Write down the names of the three ads where the symbols are located and send your entries on a postcard to: SpOT THE SYMBOL Competition, BIGGA, Aldwark Manor, Aldwark, Aine, York Y06 2NF, to be received by first post Thursday January 28, 1993.

The first correct entry drawn after that date will win £50. It could be YOU! Enter today - and spot the symbol!

Judges’ decision is final. Not open to BIGGA staff.

Because of the extended deadline last month, to cater for the Christmas mail, the winner of December’s competition will be announced, along with the winner of this month’s competition, in the February magazine. Will it be you? Watch this space!